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### Previous Presentation

Has the work presented in this abstract or substantially similar work been presented or published previously?*  
- [ ] No  
- [ ] Yes - Please explain

Is the work presented in this abstract or substantially similar work being submitted for presentation at another meeting?*  
- [ ] No  
- [ ] Yes - Please explain

### FDA Approval

Is your work pending FDA approval?*  
- [ ] No  
- [ ] Yes, please explain

### Medical Student, Resident and Advanced Practice Providers

Is there an Advanced Practice Provider in the author block?*  
- [ ] No  
- [ ] Yes  

Are you a Medical Student or Resident?*  
- [ ] No  
- [ ] Yes, please complete Senior Author name and email  

**Senior Author**

**Senior Author Email**

---

*Indicate if FDA approval is pending. If Yes, include explanation in space below.

*Indicate whether an Advanced Practice Provider (APP) is within the author block.

*Indicate if you are a medical student or resident. If Yes, please provide Senior Author’s name and e-mail.
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05 - Awards, Grants & QOD

Awards

I am ELIGIBLE and wish to apply for the following award(s). The Present block that is considered for the award. Exceptions to this role will not be

- Cerebrovascular Section Best Clinical Scientific Paper Abstract Award
- Cerebrovascular Section Best Basic Scientific Paper Abstract Award
- Vesalius Award (History)
- Best International Abstract Award
- Louise Eisenhardt Traveling Scholarship (WINS) Resident
- Neurotrauma Section Outstanding Resident Research Award
- William H. Sweet Young Investigators Award (Faint)
- Byron Cone Pewhouse Young Neurosurgeon Award (Socioeconomics) Resident
- Robert Florin, MD Award (Socioeconomics) Resident
- Stewart Dunsker Award for Best Clinical Spine Abstract (Spine)
- Sanford Larson Award for Best Research Award (Spine)
- Philip L. Gildenberg Resident Award (Stereotactic and Functional) Resident
- Young Neurosurgeons Medical Student Abstract Award

To see the list of the awards available visit their website click here.

Grant Funding

Select if this abstract received grant funding. Select “No” if not applicable

QOD Data

Select if this abstract utilized data from QOD. Select “No” if not applicable

Click “Save” to continue to next step
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Everyone submitting an abstract is required to submit a disclosure form. Please read the information in its entirety and answer the CME Conflict Agreement and Disclosure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Guidelines*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ I have read the AANS/NREF/NPA Corporate Guidelines and understand that my decisions as an AANS/NREF/NPA Board, Committee Member, speaker, content planner or Staff must conform to this policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ I have read the AANS/NREF/NPA Corporate Guidelines, but do not agree with it. (You will be contacted by an AANS/NREF/NPA staff member.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance Conflict of Interest Policy*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ I have read the AANS/NREF/NPA Conflict of Interest Policy and understand that my decisions as an AANS/NREF/NPA Board, Committee Member, speaker, content planner or Staff must conform to this policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Discrimination, Anti-Retaliation, and Harassment Policy*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ I have read the AANS Non-Discrimination, Anti-Retaliation, and Harassment Policy and understand that as an AANS/NREF/NPA Board, Committee Member, speaker, content planner or Staff, I need to be aware of this policy and will report any perceived violations to the AANS Executive Director or to AANS/NREF/NPA legal counsel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ I have read the AANS Non-Discrimination, Anti-Retaliation, and Harassment Policy, but do not agree with it. (You will be contacted by an AANS/NREF/NPA staff member.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AANS Policy Regarding Harassment and Disruptive Behavior at Meetings and Courses*

| ☐ I have read the AANS Policy Regarding Harassment and Disruptive Behavior at Meetings and Courses and understand that as an AANS/NREF/NPA Board, Committee Member, speaker, content planner or Staff, I need to be aware of this policy and will report any perceived violations to the AANS Executive Director or to AANS/NREF/NPA legal counsel. |
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AANS/NREF/NPA Content Validation Statements and CME Policies*

The AANS/NREF/NPA requires that the content of CME activities provide balance, independence, objectivity, and scientific rigor. Planning must be free of influences or control of a commercial entity and promote improvements or quality in healthcare. In addition, the content or format of a CME activity and its related materials must promote improvements or quality in healthcare and not a specific proprietary commercial interest. All AANS/NREF/NPA CME activities must be compliant with the following ACCME content validation statements:

- All the recommendations involving clinical medicine in a CME activity must be based on evidence that is accepted within the profession of medicine as adequate justification for their indications and contraindications in the care of patients.
- All scientific research referred to, reported or used in CME in support or justification of a patient care recommendation must conform to the generally accepted standards of experimental design, data collection and analysis.

Presentations must give a balanced view of therapeutic options. Use of generic names will contribute to this impartiality. If the CME educational material or content includes trade names, trade names from several companies should be used and not just trade names from a single company. Educational materials that are part of a CME activity such as slides, abstracts and handouts cannot contain any advertising, trade names without generic names (but listing of trade names from several companies is permissible) or product-group advertising.

Any individual refusing to comply with this policy and/or not disclosing relevant financial relationships annually will not participate in, have control of, or responsibility for the development, management or presentation of AANS/NREF/NPA CME activities.

CME Conflict for Education *

☐ I have read and I understand and agree with the statements above.
☐ I have read and I understand, but do not agree with the statements above. (You will be contacted by an AANS staff member.)

State if you agree or do not agree with CME Conflict for Education Statement. If No is selected you will be contacted by an AANS staff member.
State if you “DO” or “Do Not” have commercial interests.

If “I Do” is selected, fill in additional information in the drop down section. (May enter up to 9 affiliations)

If “I Do” is selected, Fill in Name of Organization, Type of person and Dollar
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Read and give consent or decline to be recorded during AANS Meetings.

Give consent or decline to be recorded during AANS Meetings.

Give final statement response.

Press “Save” to continue.

---

**Personal Information Consent**

I have read and understood the information above. I consent to the AANS retaining personal information about me and using such information to send emails and other communications to me. I further consent to the AANS sharing my personal information with its third-party vendors, when necessary.

If I choose not to consent, I understand that you will be contacted by an AANS staff member.

---

**Final Statement**

I acknowledge my continuing obligation to disclose to AANS/NREPP, promptly and in writing, any change in my circumstances. If I have any conflict of interest with the interests of AANS/NREPP, I will indicate that I may have a conflict and abstain from any vote, speaking engagement, planning related to that issue.

---

**Glossary of Terms**

**Commercial Interest:** The ACCME defines a commercial interest as any entity producing, marketing, re-selling or distributing health care goods or services consumed by, or used on, patients.

**Conflict of Interest:** Circumstances create a conflict of interest when an individual has the opportunity to affect CME content or organizational decisions about products or services of a commercial interest or other entity with which he/she has a financial or organizational relationship.

**Financial Relationships:** The ACCME defines “Financial Relationships” as those relationships in which benefits by receiving a salary, royalty, intellectual property rights, consulting fee, honoraria, ownership interest (i.e., stocks, stock options or other ownership interest, excluding diversified mutual funds) or other benefit. Financial benefits are usually associated with roles such as employment, management position, independent contractor (including contracted research), consulting, speaking and teaching, membership on advisory committees or review panels, board membership and other activities from which remuneration is received and/or expected. ACCME considers relationships of the person included in the CME activity to include financial relationships of a spouse/partner.

**Relevant Financial Relationships:** The ACCME defines “Relevant Financial Relationships” as financial relationships in any amount occurring within the last 12 months that create a conflict of interest. ACCME focuses on financial relationships with commercial interests in a 12-month period preceding the item that the individual is being asked to assume a role controlling content of the CME activity. ACCME has not set a minimal dollar amount for relationships to significant. Inherent in any amount is the incentive to maintain or increase the value of that relationship.
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**Please Read**
If this submitted abstract is accepted, you will be held to these Terms and Conditions.

Terms and Conditions

Agreement to Register*

☐ I affirm that if my abstract is accepted for an oral presentation or e-poster, I will register for the 2021 AANS Annual Scientific Meeting as a medical attendee and pay the corresponding registration fee Tuesday, June 15, 2021. The registration fee will be based on my membership status as of February 1, 2021. Please Note: If you are not currently a member of the AANS, it takes about eight weeks to become a member, depending on the membership category for which you are applying. For more information on joining the AANS, click here.

Having a MyAANS account does not mean you have started the membership application process.

Award Consideration*

☐ I, as the Presenting Author, understand that I will be subject to the eligibility requirements for the slate of awards given at the meeting. The Presenting Author is the individual who is currently logged into the AANS Abstract Center and is submitting the abstract for review.

Failure to Present*

☐ I, as the Presenting Author, understand that if I accept an invitation to present research for either an Oral, Rapid-fire Oral or E-poster presentation and fail to register for the meeting and do not designate an alternate Presenting Author, I will not be able to submit an abstract again for two years.

Permission of Authors*

☐ I, as the Presenting Author, will take responsibility for the content of the submitted abstract, and have the permission of all co-authors to submit this abstract to the meeting.

Previously Presented Abstract*

☐ I, as the Presenting Author, understand that submitted abstracts accepted by the AANS Scientific Program Subcommittee will be eligible to present at the AANS Annual Scientific Meeting as long as they have not been presented prior to the abstract submission deadline date, Tuesday, February 16, 2021. If you present your work at another meeting after the submission deadline date, it will not pose as a problem to present at the AANS Annual Scientific Meeting. The only exception to this policy is that Plenary Session Presentations and those presented at the Young Neurosurgeons Research Forum at the AANS Annual Scientific Meeting must not have been presented in any prior meeting.

AANS Right to Withdraw*

☐ I understand and agree that the AANS reserves the right to withdraw an abstract at any time.

Agreement to Provide Manuscript*

☐ I understand that if my abstract is selected for presentation during one of the plenary sessions, my manuscript MUST be submitted to the AANS and then to the designated discussant one month from the acceptance date or my plenary slot will be forfeited.

Publish as Submitted*

☐ I understand that all author names including credentials, the abstract title and abstract body will be published as submitted to the AANS Abstract Center.

Selection Process*

☐ I understand that the type of presentation choice selected during the submission process (oral or e-poster) is a request only. The accepted format is at the discretion of the Scientific Program Subcommittee.

One Per Clinical Study Policy*

☐ I understand that only one abstract/proposal may be submitted per clinical study from any one lab, institution or group of investigators. Multiple abstracts/proposals focusing on the same study are prohibited.

Privacy Policy*

☐ I consent to the AANS retaining my personal contact information, including my name and email address, and I consent to the AANS using my personal contact information to send future emails and other communications to me.

Select your answers by clicking on the radio buttons.

Click “Save” to continue to next step.
Review Your Work
This page will allow you to ensure the accuracy of your work. If you need to make changes to any of the sections, click one of the steps from left side navigation.

**Note:** Please remember to save a copy of your completed abstract submission.

When done reviewing, select the “CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT” tab.

A confirmation email will be sent. If you do not receive a confirmation the submission is not complete.

**Note:** If there are missed mandatory fields (*) you will not see the submittal link. Recheck and fill in missed fields until “Click here to Submit” is viewable.
Once your Abstract has been successfully submitted. You can return anytime during the abstract submission process to edit or print your abstract. (May 12-Feb. 16, 2021)

**IMPORTANT**: If you hit the Revise tab for any reason, even if no changes are made, your abstract MUST be resubmitted.

Please verify before leaving after this review screen that your Submittal Status is labeled COMPLETE

Your abstract will NOT be reviewed or accepted if the Submittal Status does not read COMPLETE by the submission deadline date of February, 16, 2021

If status reads Incomplete hit the “Submit” button again. Another Confirmation letter will be sent after successful resubmission.